SANS offers a comprehensive suite of hands-on ranges with industry-leading interactive learning scenarios:

- Develop and practice the real-world cybersecurity skills your team needs
- Available online or in-person, any time, anywhere

**Why Utilize SANS Cyber Ranges?**

- SANS is the most trusted name in cybersecurity
- World-class SANS instructors create our ranges for all skill levels
- SANS ranges can help your team assess candidates, build useful skills, and simulate real-world scenarios
- Your team will be able to apply what they learn in SANS cyber ranges as soon as they return to work
- An ideal way to invest in your team’s skills, enhancing retention and preparing them to defend your environment

“NetWars is challenging for all levels of expertise, has great hints if you get stuck, and promotes continuous education.”

— Jon-Michael Lacek, Wegmans Food Markets

“Core NetWars was challenging but not frustrating for newbies. This is my first time doing NetWars and it has been a blast.”

— Rachael Murray, Northwestern Mutual

For custom cyber range options or other information, contact us at ranges@sans.org